ASSEMBLY LINE BASE MACHINE CHASSIS

SD-10-WL Semi-Automatic 10 Station Rotary Dial Chassis

The SD-10-WL Chassis is designed to interface with an operator. The operator has access to the dial, and can perform loading, unloading, or complicated assembly tasks that are too difficult to automate. A light curtain is supplied to protect the operator. If desired, the chassis can also be run in a full automatic mode.

Standard Features:

- Handles up to ten DEMCO WEDGE style A stations.
- Pallets accept standard DEMCO nest blanks.
- Industrial proven pallet conveyor system.
- Interlocking guard doors for operator safety.
- Welded steel frame with anodized aluminum table top with extruded aluminum guarding.
- DEMCO Base configuration and SUPERWEDGE software supplied with chassis.

Available Options:

- One- or two-up assembly.
- HEPA filter available for clean room environment inside machine.
- DEMCO WEDGE MONITOR production software package to record production and downtime chassis status.
- Configurable light tower with alarm horn.